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Introduction

This technical note will provide important information to network administrators and equipment vendors on the importance of using WPA2™, and on potential considerations when evaluating whether to disable WPA™. This document describes the current problems encountered when using TKIP/WPA, the barriers encountered by the industry, the recommended solution by Wi-Fi Alliance®, and changes to the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED™ program to discourage the use of TKIP/WPA. Implementation of the recommendations in this technical note will accelerate the retirement of TKIP/WPA and encourage the industry-wide transition to WPA2.

Problem

WPA, which uses Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP), no longer provides sufficient security to protect consumer or enterprise Wi-Fi® networks. TKIP is an older security technology with known vulnerabilities to some cryptographic attacks. TKIP and WEP use the same underlying cipher, and, consequently, they are vulnerable to a number of similar attacks. TKIP was designed as a transitional mechanism in 2004 for devices equipped with WEP and unable to support AES. Due to the known vulnerabilities of TKIP, networks utilizing it may be more susceptible to attack.

Recommendations

1. Network administrators should purchase or deploy equipment that supports WPA2.

WPA2, based on the 802.11 standard, includes the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). WPA2 with AES offers an overall higher level of security to consumer and enterprise users. Wi-Fi Alliance has required WPA2 on all Wi-Fi CERTIFIED products since 2006.

2. Network administrators should configure their APs to be WPA2 only.

Despite the continued ability to configure “TKIP-only” and WPA / WPA2 mixed mode networks in Wi-Fi CERTIFIED devices, Wi-Fi Alliance strongly discourages their use because of known vulnerabilities in TKIP. Network administrators should regularly evaluate their need to operate “TKIP-only” or WPA / WPA2 mixed mode networks. If TKIP is required to support legacy devices on their networks, then network administrators should take additional protective measures such as keeping TKIP devices on networks that are firewalled or independent of other networks. As organizations retire legacy (certified prior to 2004) client devices that needed “TKIP-only” networks, they should also retire “TKIP-only networks.” Similarly, administrators should consider disabling or removing WPA / WPA2 mixed mode support from WPA2 networks as their need to support legacy (certified prior to 2006) devices that do not support WPA2 declines.

3. Equipment vendors should proactively transition away from TKIP support by discouraging its use to their customer base, and removing the functionality in products as internal research indicates when their market no longer needs it.

For equipment vendors, Wi-Fi Alliance recommends that they discourage the use of TKIP in the short term, and ultimately remove TKIP from all Wi-Fi devices when their market no longer needs it. At a minimum, vendors should remove TKIP and any “TKIP-only” mode configurations from the primary device interface. Access to the “TKIP-only” configuration mode via a secondary configuration interface is acceptable. The requirement to go to a secondary interface is a mechanism used to restrict TKIP usage to only those deployments with legacy devices; other deployments will typically use the primary configuration interface.
(e.g. web or graphical interface), where the “TKIP-only” option is not present. This approach balances the needs of the deployed base with the goal of reducing the use of “TKIP-only” modes by making selection of these modes less prominent.

Impact on Wi-Fi Alliance Certification

Wi-Fi Alliance prohibits a Wi-Fi CERTIFIED device from offering a “TKIP-only” configuration option through the device’s primary interface. Wi-Fi CERTIFIED devices may continue to offer a “TKIP-only” mode through a secondary user interface to support legacy devices, when needed. Wi-Fi CERTIFIED devices are allowed, but discouraged to offer use of WPA / WPA2 mixed mode on the primary interface.